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VERIFIED COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES 
• 
1 PLAINTIFF LEE CAPLIN, as guardian ad litem makes the following allegations 0 
2 infonnation and belief on behalf of his son, a MINOR CHILD; PLAINTIFF GIT A CAPLIN makes th 
3 
following allegations on her own behalf, on information and belief; and Plaintiff LEE CAPLIN make 
4 
5 
the following allegations on information and belief on his own behalf. as follows: 
6 
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 
7 
8 I. Plaintiff LEE CAPLIN. as guardian ad litem. brings this action on behalf of his son, a 
9 minor, hereinafter referred to herein as "MINOR CHILD." At all times relevant hereto MINOR 
10 CHILD was a student at Defendant HAR V ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL. MINOR CHILD presently 
11 
resides in northern California MINOR CHILD is an actor with the lead role in a feature film that was 
12 
13 
presented at an internationally acclaimed film festival. MINOR CHILD has a singing career that 
14 includes touring under the auspices of a nationally recognized radio network. He has a record album 
15 [CD] with a planned release in 2005-06. One song from which already has been broadcast worldwide 
16 
via satellite radio. At all times relevant hereto, MINOR CHILD maintained a website on the Internet 
17 
with a "guestbook" accessible to persons who wished to make comments to MINOR CHILD about the 
18 
19 film he appeared in. Those comments or "posts" or "postings," were accessible to all members of the 
20 public who visited the website. Among the statements made by HAR V ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL 
21 
students, many originating at HAR V ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL through the utilization of 
22 
HARV ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL computer equipment, all pennitted by HARV ARD-WESTLAKE 
23 
24 
SCHOOL through its blatant refusal to supervise or regulate the use of its computer equipment 
25 (although HARVARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL knew that its computers had previously been utilized to 
26~ : defame and to attempt to destroy other students) were these statements, insults and death threats agains 
the life of MINOR CHILD, published by HARVARD WESTLAKE-SCHOOL students, many of them 
VERIFIED COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES 
• 
1 members of the HARVARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL's football team, all acting in concert and in a 
2 
conspiracy to threaten and to destroy MINOR CHILD and his family, as follows: 
3 
• "I'm going to pound your head with an ice pick." 
4 
5 • "Faggot, im going to kill you." 
6 
• "I want to rip out your fucking heart and feed it to you." 
7 
8 
• "im the representative for the student body and harvard westlake, and on 
9 behalf of my fellow classmates ... You are now officially wanted dead or 
10 alive." 
11 
• [You needl "a quick and nearly painless death." 
12 
13 • "I am looking forward to your death." 
14 • "Fucking ass clown. Nigga what?" 
15 
• "Fuck you in your fucking fuck hole." 
16 
17 • [You arel "the biggest cocksucker at H-W maybe in the schools history." 
18 • "I will personally unleash my manseed in those golden brown eyes." 
19 2. The evidence demonstrates beyond cavil that members of the HARVARD-WESTLAKE 
20 
SCHOOL football team, acting in concert with others, agreed to destroy the life of MINOR CHILD, 
21 
22 
threaten to murder him and to drive him out of the HARVARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL and the 
23 community in which he lived. A HARV ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL student published a statement 
24 on the website stating, ''I'm depressed that I'm the fourth person signing this." In addition, that 
25 
!. student, wrote a letter to [MINOR CHILD] long after the fact stating that, "It all started one day when 
26'_' 
27-
one of my friends was in one of your classes asked me if! had seen [MINOR CHILD]'s website. 'No,' 
o-
r 
28--. I replied and then I asked who [MINOR CHILD] was. My friend then took me to the website and 
(: 
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• 
1 showed me the posts. I read the first few and then decided to add my own:' That student stated that he 
2 had "never met" [MINOR ClllLD] and that he "knew nothing" about him. 
3 
3. Plaintiff LEE CAPLIN ("LEE") is [MINOR CHlLD]'s father who presently resides wi 
4 
5 
his son and PlaintiffGTTA, his wife, in northern California [city ornitted for security reasons}. LEE is 
6 a film producer. 
7 4. PlaintiffGTTA CAPLIN ("GITA") is [MINOR ClllLD]'s mother who presently resides 
8 
with her son and Plaintiff LEE CAPLIN, her husband, in northern California. GTT A is an 
9 
internationally recognized musician. 
10 
11 5. Defendant HARVARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL is a California corporation doing 
12 business at 3700 Coldwater Canyon, North Hollywood, CA 91604. Defendant HARV ARD-
13 WESTLAKE SCHOOL has non-profit tax status, and as such receives a benefit from the state and 
14 
federal governments, thus subjecting it to compliance with government codes and standards of 
15 
16 
constitutional protection. 
17 6. The BOARD OF DIRECTORS, and officers, named as individual defendants are all 
18 residents of Los Angeles County, California as follows: THOMAS C. HUDNUT, Chief Executive 
19 
Operating Officer, CYNTHIA BAISE, Secretary, and ROBERT LEVIN, Chief Financial Officer. 
20 
7. Defendant HARRY L. SALAMANDRA. JR .. ("SALAMANDRA") an individual. is the 
21 
22 head of the upper school at HARVARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL. At all times relevant herein. 
23 SALAMANDRA was a resident of Los Angeles County, State of California. 
24 8. Defendant KATHLEEN NEUMEYER., an individual ("NEUMEYER"). is the faculty 
25 
, supervisor to the students who publish the HARV ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL newspaper, The 
261., 
Chronicle. At all times relevant herein, NEUMEYER was a resident of Los Angeles County. State of 
': 
28 '. California. Defendants HARV ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL. the BOARD OF DIRECTORS of 
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1 HARV ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL, HUDNUT, SALAMANDRA and NEUMEYER, as well as any 
2 
other related defendant who may be named as a HARVARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL DOE, shall be 
3 
hereinafter collectively referred to as the "HARVARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL Defendants;' unless 
4 
5 
otherwise referred to as defendants in their capacity as individuals or as separate entities. 
6 9. The true names and capacities, whether individual, corporate, associate, or otherwise, of 
7 the Defendants sued herein as DOES 1 through I 00, inclusive, are presently unknown to Plaintiffs, and 
8 
Plaintiffs therefore sue said defendants by such fictitious names. Plaintiffs are informed and believe, 
9 
10 
and on that ground allege, that each of the defendants designated herein as a DOE was a resident of the 
11 within County and State and/or principal offices or were doing business in said County and State and is 
12 responsible in some manner for the events and happenings herein referred and thereby caused injuries 
13 
and damages as alleged herein and proximately to Plaintiffs. Plaintiffs will amend this complaint to 
14 
allege the true names and capacities of the defendants sued herein as DOES I through I 00, inclusive, 
15 
16 when the same has been ascertained or when a certificate can be filed that merits amending this 
17 complaint to sue any professionals to be named as DOE defendants herein. 
18 10. The plaintiffs intend to engage in substantial discovery to determine the possibl 
19 
liability of each of the Officers of The Board of Trustees, hereinafter referred to as "Officers," b 
20 
21 
determining what each Officer knew about the harassment of the Plaintiffs as well as the harassment 0 
other students that had occurred before MINOR CHILD was harassed and that in some instances, ha 
23 taken place even before the Plaintiffs had entered into a written "Enrollment Contract" for MINO 
24 CHlLD to attend HARV ARO-WESTLAKE SCHOOL. 
25 
II. Plaintiffs intend to learn through discovery the role of each Officer, whether each 
26l.. 
27' Officer was active or inactive regarding the harassment of students by other students, the 
28· responsibility of each Officer for failing to take appropriate action, the discussions engaged in by each 
VERIFIED COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES 
1 Officer regarding the harassment of any student and of any efforts made to remedy the abysmal failure 
2 
of Defendant HARV ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL to react appropriately and effectively to such 
3 
misconduct by taking action against each offender and by providing security regarding the use of 
4 
5 
HARV ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL computers in order to insure that that equipment could be used 
6 only for proper and educational purposes and to insure that a record be maintained regarding the use of 
7 HARV ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL computers so that they could not be used anonymously and 
8 
inappropriately to generally threaten, abuse, defame and threaten to kill other students, all in violation 
9 
of the laws of the State of California and all in violation of the uninforced rules of the HAR V ARD-
10 
11 WESTLAKE SCHOOL. 
12 12. Plaintiffs intend to conduct discovery regarding the knowledge of the Officers of the 
13 
continuing misconduct that remained uncorrected by HARV ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL even after 
14 
the publication in The Chronicle, presumably read by the Officers, of a description of the ongoing and 
15 
escalating serious misconduct referred to hereinabove. 
17 13. Among the issues to be determined by Plaintiffs through discovery is what the Officers 
18 knew of that continuing and serious misconduct, when they knew it, and what actions they, the 
19 
Officers, took to curtail the use by students at HARV ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL of Harvard-
20 
21 
Westlake equipment, to threaten and demean innocent victims who were also students at HARV ARD-
22 WESTLAKE SCHOOL. 
23 14. Plaintiffs will conduct discovery to learn if the Officers, or any of them, were obligated 
24 
to prevent the continuing commission by HAR V ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL and students at 
20 
,. HARV ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL, of serious crimes against other students especially since such 
26;. 
crimes were being committed at HARVARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL through the unsupervised and 
28 ': unrecorded utilization ofHARV ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL equipment located at HARV ARD-
.. VERIFIED COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES fl-------------~~~~~~~~~~=-------------
• 
1 WESTLAKE SCHOOL and since such misconduct was known to HARV ARD-WESTLAKE 
2 SCHOOL and even discussed and described by a representative of the HARVARD-WESTLAKE 
3 
SCHOOL in the HARVARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL newspaper, available to the Officers, all before 
4 
5 
MINOR CHILD became the victim of similar, but far more egregious, misconduct. 
6 15. Since those persons with relevant obligations who were aware of continuing misconduct 
7 may be, in some circumstances, accessories after the fact, when all of the circumstances are disclosed, 
8 
revealed and analyzed, Plaintiffs intend to conduct thorough discovery regarding these issues in order 
9 
to substitute real names for the presently fictitious identity of prospective DOES 1-100. 
10 
11 16. The refusal of HARV ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL through its representative to 
12 provide to the Plaintiffs the names of the Board of Directors ofHARV ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL 
13 
and the refusal of Defendant HARVARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL to provide the names of the Officers 
14 
of the HARVARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL to the Plaintiffs, although specifically asked to do so and 
15 
16 the refusal of HARVARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL to provide the names of those wbo published the 
17 insults and death threats against the life of MINOR CHILD have hampered the Plaintiffs in their efforts 
18 to provide the names of DOES 1-100. 
19 
17. However, through application to the Secretary of State of the State ofCalifomia, 
20 
Plaintiffs have secured the names of the Officers ofHARV ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL, since that 
21 
22 information which HAR V ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL declined to provide, is part of the public 
23 record. 
24 18. Plaintiffs intend to engage in substantial discovery to determine the possible liability of 
25 
each of the Members of The Board of Trustees, hereinafter referred to as "Members," by determining 
26i.. 
27'" what each Member knew about the harassment of the Plaintiffs as well as the harassment of other 
28" students that had occurred before MINOR CHILD was harassed and that in some instances, had taken 
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• 
1 place even before the Plaintiffs had entered into a written "Enrollment Contract" for MINOR CHILD 
2 to attend HARV ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL. 
3 
19. Plaintiffs intend to learn through discovery the role of each Member and each DOE, 
4 
5 
whether each active or inactive regarding the harassment of students by other students, the 
6 responsibility of each for failing to take appropriate action, the discussions engaged in by each 
7 regarding the harassment of any student. and of any efforts made to remedy the abysmal failure of 
8 
Defendant HARVARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL to react appropriately and effectively to such 
9 
10 
misconduct by taking action against each offender and by providing security regarding the use of 
11 HARVARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL computers in order to insure that that equipment could be used 
12 only for proper and educational purposes and to insure that a record be maintained regarding the use of 
13 HARV ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL computers so that they could not be used anonymously and 
14 
inappropriately to generally threaten, abuse, defame and threaten to kill other students, all in violation 
15 
16 of the laws of the State of California and all in violation of the unenforced rules of the HARV ARD-
17 WESTLAKE SCHOOL. 
18 20. Among the issues to be detennined by Plaintiffs through discovery is what Members 
19 
and DOES knew of that continuing and serious misconduct, when they knew it, and what actions they, 
20 
the Members and DOES, took to curtail the use by students at HARV ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL of 
21 
22 Harvard-Westlake equipment, to threaten and demean innocent victims who were also students at 
23 HAR V ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL and what roles each DOE played in that misconduct. 
24 21. Plaintiffs will conduct discovery to learn if the Members and DOES, or any of them, 
25 
were obligated to prevent the continuing commission by Defendant HAR V ARD-WESTLAKE 
26,. 
27 : SCHOOL and students at HARVARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL, of serious misconduct against other 
,: 
28 students especially since such misconduct was being committed at HARVARD-WESTLAKE 
; ! 
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1 SCHOOL through the unsupervised and unrecorded utilization ofHARV ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL 
equipment located at HARVARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL and since such misconduct was known to 
3 
Defendant HARVARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL and even discussed and described by a representative 
4 
5 
of the HARV ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL in the HARV ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL newspaper, 
6 available to the Members and DOES. all before MINOR CHILD became the victim of similar, but far 
7 more egregious, misconduct. 
8 
22. Since those with relevant obligations who were aware of the continuing misconduct rna 
9 
be, in some circumstances, accessories after the fact. when all of the circumstances are disclosed, 
10 
11 revealed and analyzed, Plaintiffs intend to conduct thorough discovery regarding these issues in order 
12 to substitute real names for those presently fictitiously identified as DOES 1-100. 
13 23. The Plaintiffs intend to engage in substantial discovery to determine the possible 
14 
liability of any other person, that is, any person not set forth above as a defendant, hereinafter referred 
15 
16 to as "Person," by determining what each Person knew about the harassment of the Plaintiffs as well as 
17 the harassment of other students that had occurred before MINOR CHILD was harassed and that in 
18 some instances, had taken place even before the Plaintiffs had entered into a written "Enrollment 
19 
Contract" for MINOR CHILD to attend HARV ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL. 
20 
24. 
21 
Plaintiffs intend to learn through discovery the role of each Person regarding the 
22 harassment of students by other students, the responsibility of each Person for failing to take 
23 appropriate action, the discussions engaged in by each Person regarding the harassment of any student 
24 
and of any efforts made to remedy the abysmal failure of Defendant HARVARD-WESTLAKE 
25 
!,! SCHOOL to react appropriately and effectively to such misconduct by taking action against each 
26~ 
offender and by providing security regarding the use of HARV ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL 27: , 
28 ' • computers in order to insure that that equipment was used only for proper and educational purposes an 
i; 
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to insure that a record be maintained regarding the use ofHARV ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL 
computers so that they could not be used anonymously aDd inappropriately to generally threaten. abuse, 
defame and threaten to kill other students, all in violation of the laws of the State of California and all 
in violation of the uninforced rules of the HARVARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL. 
25. Plaintiffs intend to conduct discovery regarding the knowledge of each Person of the 
continuing misconduct that remained uncorrected by HARV ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL even after 
the publication in The Chronicle of a description of the ongoing and escalating serious misconduct 
referred to hereinabove. 
26. Among the issues to be detennined by Plaintiffs through discovery is what the Person 
knew of that continuing and serious misconduct, when that Person knew it, and what action, if any, the 
Person took to curtail the use by students at HARVARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL of Harvard-Westlake 
equipment, to threaten and demean innocent victims who were also students at HARV ARD-
WESTLAKE SCHOOL. 
27. Plaintiffs will conduct discovery to learn if any Person was obligated to prevent the 
continuing commission by HAR V ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL and students at HARV ARD-
WESTLAKE SCHOOL, of serious crimes against other students especially since such crimes were 
being committed at HARV ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL through the unsupervised and unrecorded 
utilization of HARV ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL equipment located at HARV ARD-WESTLAKE 
SCHOOL and since such misconduct was known to HARVARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL and even 
discussed and described by a representative of the HARVARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL in the 
HARV ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL newspaper, generally available, all before MlNOR CHILD 
became the victim of similar, but far more egregious, misconduct. 
,. 
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1 28. Since those with relevant obligations who were aware of continuing crinlinal conduct 
2 
may be, in some circumstances, accessories after the fact, when all of the circumstances are disclosed, 
3 
revealed and analyzed, Plaintiffs intend to conduct thorough discovery regarding these issues in order 
4 
5 
to substitute real names for the presently fictitious identity of prospective DOES 1-100. 
29. Plaintiffs are informed and believe and based thereon allege that at all times herein 
7 mentioned, defendants, and each of them, were the agents, servants, employees, assistants and 
8 
consultants of their co-defendants, or were acting in conspiracy with each other, and were as such 
9 
acting within the course and scope of their agency and authority of each such agency and employment, 
10 
11 or conspiracy. 
12 30. Venue is proper in this jurisdiction because the improper acts alleged herein were 
13 perpetrated in this jurisdiction and violated the laws of the County of Los Angeles, and the State of 
14 
California 
15 
16 
31. Between approximately September 13,2004 and October 7, 2004, comments were 
17 posted on MINOR CHILD'S website "guest book" which personally attacked MINOR CHILD. These 
18 comments ranged from attacks on his misperceived sexuality to death threats. The comments have 
19 
been captured in hardcopy form, are attached hereto collectively as Exhibit "1" and incorporated herein 
20 
by reference as if set forth in fulL 
21 
22 32. On or about October 6, 2004, The Chronicle published the statement of Defendant 
23 SALAMANDRA warning students as follows: "Web Postings Targeting Students May Lead To 
24 Discipline By SchooL Posting malicious comments about other students via the online jouma1s and 
25 
! ' blogs may result in disciplinary action by the schooL .. Suspension and expUlsion are two of the option 
26 i 
27 ' . being considered for individuals who target other students and instill a negative atmosphere in the 
28 'community." 
~ . 
VERIFIED COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES 1I-----------------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~----------------1 
• 
1 33. When Plaintiff LEE CAPLIN read the comments on his son's website, he immediately 
2 informed the HAR V ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL of the defamatory and life-threatening posts 
3 
addressed to his son, because be believed that HARV ARD-WESTLAKE students were responsible. 
4 
5 
Since the comments were hate crimes and death threats, Plaintiff LEE CAPLIN also called the Los 
6 Angeles Police Department ("LAPD"). The LAPD in turn notified the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
7 ("FBI"). 
8 
34. Some of the postings came from the computers at Defendant HARV ARD- WESTL 
9 
SCHOOL. Defendant Salamandra stated to The Chronicle that, "Police had advised [MINOR CHILD] 
10 
11 to stay home until they had obtained more information, but his parents decided they did not want him 
12 to miss school during his critical Junior year, so he returned to [name of school omitted for security 
13 
reasons] in northern California." 
14 
35. In fear for the life of their child, the CAPLIN family moved to northern California and 
15 
16 MINOR CHILD withdrew as a student at HARVARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL. 
17 36. On or about November 10, 2004, The Chronicle published a story entitled "Students' 
18 online comments lead to FBI investigation" which not only revealed and identified specifically the full 
19 
name of [MINOR CHILD], the minor victim, but also revealed his new whereabouts in northern 
20 
21 
California as well as the specific name oftbe school be was attending there and to whicb be had fled to 
22 avoid actions tbat might bave been taken by those who threatened to kill him. 
23 37. Moreover, Defendant SALAMANDRA published the name of the school MINOR 
24 CHILD had fled to knowing that this information would be seen by the students who had threatened to 
25 
:"' kill MINOR CHILD. The story revealed the fact that five students admitted to school officials their 
26:. 
27' complicity in posting "derogatory comments:' The school refused to publish the names of any of those 
28 who had threatened to kill MINOR CHILD or who had abused him on the website although the school 
VERIFIED COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES --------------------------------------~--~----~~------------------ 12 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
published on the first page of The Chronicle both [MINOR CHILDl'S name and his whereabouts and 
the fact that students had referred to him as a "faggot." 
38. Defendant KATHLEEN NEUMEYER, the faculty supervisor to the student staff of the 
HAR V ARO-WESTLAKE SCHOOL newspaper, The Chronicle, admitted that she had read the article 
which provided MINOR CHILD'S name and whereabouts and referred to MINOR CHILD a "faggot" 
and that she approved the article for publication since she "deemed it appropriate," and admission mad 
by both Defendant NEUMEYER and Defendant Salarnandra. 
39. From the time of the incidents in September and October 2004 and the publication of 
the victim's name in November of 2004, and to the present time, Defendant HARV ARO-WESTLAKE 
SCHOOL has never suspended nor expelled the students who admitted to posting the derogatory and 
threatening comments on MINOR CHILD'S Internet website; the Defendant HARV ARO-
WESTLAKE SCHOOL has taken no action against the supervisor of The Chronicle who was 
ultimately responsible for publishing the outrageous assertions. 
40. 
FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION FOR NEGLIGENCE 
(Against All Defendants) 
Plaintiff refers to and incorporates herein by reference each and every allegation 
20 contained in paragraphs 1 through 39, inclusive, of the General Allegations as though fully set forth 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
herein. 
41. The California Education Code sets the standard of care for students as follows: 
"35294,20, (a) The California "Douhle Your Cash '--CCAASSHH'-
program is hereby established within the Safe Schools and Violence 
Prevention Office of the State Department of Education to lead 
26 j 
and encourage the development of an individualized smart 
27· comprehensive strategic action plan for preventing school violence .... 
28. 35294.21. (a) When a school site council next reviews and updates 
~ . 
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its school safety plan ••••• and to the extent it implenients its plan, tbe 
scbool site council is encouraged to recognized tbat there are three 
essential components of a successful comprehensive strategic 
action program for preventing school violence, and it is further 
encouraged to consider incorporating each of them into its plan: 
(1) Assuring each pupil a safe physical environment. 
(2) Assuring each pupil a safe, respectful, accepting, and emotionally nurturing environment. 
(3) Providing each pupil resiliency skills. 
(h) To assure a safe physical environment, a school site council is 
encouraged to consider including in its school safety plan all of 
the following: 
(1) A no tolerance for violence policy and practice. 
(2) An immediate effective response to violence plan and 
implementation. 
(3) A no guns allowed policy. 
(4) Disallow and discourage the possession of drugs. 
(5) Provide for smaller schools. 
(6) Ensure that all staff and pupils, including, but not limited 
to, pupils with disabilities, know how to report incidents of 
violence, discrimination, harassment, and abuse. 
(c To assure a safe, respectful, accepting, and emotionally 
nurturing environment, a school site council is encouraged to consider 
incorporating strategies to acbieve all of the following goals: 
(1) A school that welcomes tbe whole child. 
(2) A nurturing classroom environment. 
(3) A discipline policy that includes teaching respect and 
constructive resolution of conflicts. 
(4) A discipline policy that aims at restoration of mutual 
respect, relationships, and a sense of community that seeks 
reintegration of pupils who become alienated through conflict or 
misbehavior. 
(5) Administrators, teachers, and classified employees who are 
prepared through preservice and in service training to appreciate 
their critical capacities for constructively engaging pupils. 
(6) Professional education staff who are sensitive to the needs of 
pupils of all races, genders, sexual orientations, ethnic and 
cultural backgrounds, and pupils with disabilities. 
(7) Parents who are invited and accepting to become meaningfully 
involved. 
(8) More emotional support service personnel, including 
counselors. 
(9) An adult coach for each pupil. 
(10) No bullying. 
(d) To provide each cbild resiliency skills, a scbool site council 
is encouraged to consider incorporating strategies that will provide 
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each pupil aU of the foUowing: 
(1 ) Resiliency. 
(2) Authentic self-esteem. 
(3) Moral education. 
(4) An environment free from harassment, discrimination, and 
violence on any of the bases enumerated in the prohibition of 
discrimination contained in Chapter 2 (commencing with Section 200) 
of Part 1. 
(5) Anger management. 
(6) Conflict resolution. 
(7) Peer counseling. 
(8) Peer mediation." 
42. Defendant HARV ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL established its own standard of care by 
stating as its "top goals" in its student handbook "promoting an abiding regard for truth and excellence 
among its students and recognizing that respect for other people, honesty, and courtesy are fundamental 
standards expected of everyone in the school commwrity." 
43. Defendant HARV ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL breached the standard of care of its 
students by failing to ensure a safe physical environment for MINOR CHILD by allowing students to 
use its computers to transmit to him, and to others, outrageous derogatory comments, hate mail and 
death threats. 
44. Defendant HAR V ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL breached the standard of care of its 
students by failing to provide, protect and assure MINOR CHILD a safe, respectful, accepting, and 
emotionally nurturing environment, all the while knowing of the students' posting of negative, 
harassing, and even those threatening death by persons who posted these comments in Internet email 
and failing to punish such behavior (even though they were aware of the identities of the perpetrators 0 
such criminal and tortious violations) as required in the "Enrollment Contract" between the student, 
26 :. MINOR CHILD, his parents. represented by his father, LEE CAPLIN, and delivered to the school with 
27 : 
such guarantees as payment and complete understanding of the rules outlined in the HARV ARD-
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WESTLAKE SCHOOL, UPPER SCHOOL, STUDENTIP ARENT HANDBOOK - 2004, 2005 (pages 
5-7). 
45. Defendant HARV ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL breached the standard of care of its 
students by failing to implement a plan for no violence and no bullying and by such failing, in fact, 
encouraged such conduct. 
46. Defendant HARVARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL breached the standard of care of its 
students in general, and MINOR CHILD in particular, by hiring and retaining Defendants 
SALAMANDRA and NEUMEYER, who intentionally foster the unsafe, violent and unlawful conduct 
of the Defendant students, as alleged herein. 
47. As a direct and proximate result of Defendant HARV ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL's 
breach of the standard of care, MINOR CHILD has been danlaged in the pain and suffering of 
emotional insecurity of being placed in an environment of death threats, hate and discrimination and 
bullying, in amounts to be proven at trial on this matter, which amounts exceed One Million Dollars. 
48. As a direct and proximate result of Defendant HARVARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL's 
breach of the standard of care. leading to the bullying of MINOR CHILD described above. including 
hate mail and death threats, all causing MINOR CHILD to be danlaged in the pain and suffering of 
emotional insecurity and fear resulting in severe panic attacks and causing problems that may persist 
for years, Plaintiffs LEE and GITA CAPLIN, as a direct and proximate result. have suffered emotional 
distress, fear and insecurity. Plaintiffs have incurred damages in relocating to a secure location in 
amounts to be proven at trial. 
49. As a direct and proximate result of Defendant HARVARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL's 
27 :, breach of the standard of care, Plaintiffs have incurred other damages in substantial amounts to be 
28 . proven at trial. 
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50. As a direct and proximate result of Defendant HARV ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL's 
breach of the standard of care, Plaintiffs have incurred damages in travel to and from Los Angeles and 
housing expenses to Los Angeles to support MINOR CHILD's professional career commitments in 
amounts to be proven at trial. 
51. As a direct and proximate result of Defendant HARVARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL's 
breach of the standard of care, Plaintiffs have incurred damages in travel and housing expenses to Los 
Angeles to support LEE's entertainment career commitments in amounts to be proven at trial. 
52. As a direct and proximate result of Defendant HARV ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL's 
breach of the standard of care, GIT A has incurred damages in lost profit from her music career in 
amounts to be proven at trial. 
53. As a direct and proximate result of Defendant HAR V ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL's 
breach of the standard of care, Plaintiffs. and each of them, have incurred medical expenses in amounts 
to be proven at trial. 
SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION FOR ASSAULT OF ANOTHER 
WITH DEATH THREATS AND HATE MAIL 
(Against all Defendants) 
54. Plaintiffs refer to and incorporate herein by reference each and every allegation 
contained in paragraphs 1 through 53. inclusive. as though fully set forth herein. 
55. By committing the acts alleged herein, Defendants placed Plaintiff MINOR CHILD in 
reasonable apprehension of his life; he stayed home from school. having been advised to do so by a 
representative of the LAPD and by Defendant SALAMANDRA and eventually moved to a perceived 
safe location which was intentionally and maliciously published by the HAR V ARD-WESTLAKE 
SCHOOL Defendants. 
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56. As a result of the death threats and hate mail posted on MINOR CHILD'S website, 
Defendant parents are vicariously liable for the intentional acts of their MINOR CHILD pursuant to 
California Civil Code Section 1714.1, which states in pertinent part, as follows: 
"(a) Any act of willful misconduct of a minor wbicb results 
in injury or deatb to anotber person or in any injury to tbe property 
of anotber sball be imputed to tbe parent or guardian baving custody 
and control of tbe minor for all purposes of civil damages, and tbe 
parent or guardian baving custody and control sball be jointly and 
severally liable witb tbe minor for any damages resulting from tbe 
willful misconduct. 
Subject to tbe provisions of subdivision [el, tbe joint and 
several liability of tbe parent or guardian baving custody and 
control of a minor under tbis subdivision sball not exceed 
twenty-five tbousand dollars ($25,000) for eaeb tort of tbe minor, 
and in the case of injury to a person, imputed liability sball be 
furtber limited to medical, dental and hospital expenses incurred by 
tbe injured person, not to exceed twenty-fIVe thousand dollars 
($25,000). Tbe liability imposed by tbis section is in addition to 
any liability now imposed by law, 
(b) Any act of willful misconduct of a minor wbich results in the 
defacement of property of anotber witb paint or a similar substance 
sball be imputed to tbe parent or guardian baving custody and control 
of tbe minor for all purposes of civil damages, including court 
costs, and attorney's fees, to tbe prevailing party, and tbe parent 
or guardian baving custody and control sball be jointly and severally 
liable witb the minor for any damages resulting from tbe willful 
misconduct, not to exceed twenty-fIVe tbousand dollars ($25,000), 
except as provided in subdivision ©, for eacb tort oftbe minor." 
(CRC as of 2005 raises tbe penalty to $30,000 for eacb occurrence) 
57. There are at least thirty-three (33) offending postings on MINOR CHILD's website. 
58. The postings comprised a willful assault putting MINOR CHILD in reasonable 
apprehension of his life, MINOR CHILD has been damaged, and the parents of the HARV ARD-
WESTLAKE'S students who are minors are liable in an amount of at least $990,000, under Section 
1714.1 in addition to any otherliability imposed by law. 
VERiFIED COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES 
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1 59. AdditionalIy, as the result of the defacement of the website with hate mail and death 
2 threats, MINOR CHILD bas been damaged, and the parents of the minor children are liable in the total 
3 
amount of $990,000 under § 1714.1, in addition to any other liability imposed by law. 
4 
5 
60. As a proximate result of the unlawful conduct of Defendants as alleged herein, Plaintiffs 
6 have been damaged in payment of attorney's fees in amount to be proven at trial on this matter. 
7 61. As a proximate result of the unlawful conduct of Defendants as alleged herein, Plaintiffs 
8 
have been damaged in pain and suffering in amounts to be proven at trial on this matter. 
9 
62. As a proximate result of the unlawful conduct of Defendants as alleged herein, Plaintiffs 
10 
11 have been damaged in medical expenses in amounts to be proven at trial on this matter. 
12 63. As a proximate result of the unlawful conduct of Defendants as alleged herein, Plaintiffs 
13 have been damaged in moving expenses in amounts to be proven at trial on this matter. 
14 
64. As a proximate result of the unlawful conduct of Defendants as alleged herein, Plaintiffs 
IS 
16 have been damaged in traveling and housing expenses in amounts to be proven at trial on this matter. 
17 65. As a proximate result of the unlawful conduct of Defendants as alleged herein, Plaintiffs 
18 have been damaged in lost income in amounts to be proven at trial on this matter. 
19 
66. The actions of Defendants, and each of them, are malicious and oppressive. Therefore, 
20 
21 
their actions are subject to exemplary damages in an amount deemed proper at trial. 
22 67. Upon learning the identity of the HARV ARD-WESTLAKE students 
23 threatened MINOR CHILD'S life or who had sent hate mail to him, the Plaintiffs will seek leave ofth 
24 Court to amend the complaint in order to substitute the real names of Defendants for the fictitiou 
25 
i' names DOE. 
26 " 
27 /II 
28 
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THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION FOR CONSPIRACY TO ASSAULT 
ANOTHER BY DEATH THREATS AND HATE MAIL 
(Against aU Defendants) 
68. Plaintiffs refer to and incorporate herein by reference each and every allegation 
contained in paragraphs 1 through 67. inclusive. as though fully set forth herein. 
69. The students who posted derogatory and false accusations on MINOR CHILD'S website 
did so after they had agreed with each other to do so. 
70. HARV ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL Defendants, after having learned the identity of 
those students who actually committed the hate crimes and torts set forth in detail herein. and after 
obtaining details from Plaintiff parents regarding those outrageous acts of misconduct committed in 
violation of the law. conspired to prevent the facts from being made available to the sworn enforcemen 
authorities including the police authorities and the office of the prosecuting attorneys. as well as to the 
Plaintiffs. 
71. The prosecuting attorneys stated to counsel for the Plaintiffs that they had received no 
evidence of a conspiracy among the defendants who had committed the hate crimes and torts. 
Nonetheless, at the tiDle, the evidence of that conspiracy to violate the rights of the victinl, MINOR 
CHILD. was in the possession of the defendant HARVARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL in the form of 
oral admissions made by the culpable student defendants to HAR V ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL 
Defendants and written confessions written and signed by those student Defendants. 
72. Although the students who had sought to destroy the MINOR CHILD and had confesse 
to doing so to the authorities at the defendant HARV ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL, for the most part, 
.' the Defendants have refused to share with the Plaintiffs this valuable information although requested to 
26 ! 
27 : do so on several occasions. thus obstructing the efforts of the Plaintiffs to provide the real names 
28 .' identified as DOE. 
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1 73. While the HAR V ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL "deemed appropriate" the publishing, in 
2 its newspaper, the name of the minor student who was the victim of the hate crimes and torts set forth 
3 
in the complaint. together with the allegation that he was a homosexual. it declined to publish the 
4 
5 
names of those who had committed the hate crimes, in spite of the fact that one or more of those 
6 offenders was an adult. This egregious misconduct by the HARV ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL 
7 Defendants demonstrated beyond question its establishment of a separate standard to protect the 
8 
students Defendants while demeaning and further injuring the victims of their crimes. The motivation 
9 
of the HARVARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL Defendants is clear. The victim, MINOR CHILD, was no 
10 
11 longer a student at HARV ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL having fled with his family to a different 
12 community and school due to the death threats and the refusal of the Defendants, including the 
13 HARV ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL Defendants, to provide security or protection for him and his 
14 
family or even rudimentary information about the action of those who had assaulted him. The 
IS 
16 
HARVARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL Defendants knew that the families of the students who had 
17 committed the hate crimes, including conspiracy to threaten to kill the victim and to drive an ice pick 
18 into his eye. had invested an enormous sum of money in the education of those students, a good portio 
19 
of it going to Defendant HARVARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL, all for the purpose of securing 
20 
admission to an excellent college for those students. 
22 74. Further, the HARV ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL Defendants knew that the educational 
23 opportunities of those who committed hate crimes by threatening to kill a fellow student at 
24 HARV ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL and violating other laws enacted for the protection of students. 
2S 
i including laws regarding the commission ofhate crimes, would be extremely limited or non-existent if 
26, 
. the matter of their involvement was prosecuted or even published. Clearly, few academic institutions 
27 . 
28 ' . would consider such a student an adequate applicant out of fear that he might threaten to kill or maim 
VERIFIED COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES 
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1 another student or engage in hate crimes at their institution. Any institution of higher education 
2 
accepting such a student would understand the risks that it was taking in the event of a similar act at its 
3 
institution by a student whose record had forewarned the institution of potential serious problems if 
4 
5 
that student were to be accepted. Therefore, the HARV ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL Defendants. and 
6 each of them, conspired to hide the facts about the hate crimes and torts committed by its students to 
7 protect its own reputation and to protect the academic careers of those who had committed hate crimes 
8 
and the torts set forth in this complaint, and to protect its own interest in obtaining further funds from 
9 
the families of those students, all while further discriminating against the victim of the hate crimes and 
10 
11 torts and all at the continued expense of the Plaintiffs and all contributing to the further pain, 
12 humiliation and suffering of the Plaintiffs. 
13 75. After Plaintiff MINOR CHILD. and his family were forced to flee from the area out of 
14 
concern for the safety of their family in the face of death threats and the refusal of all defendants to 
15 
16 offer protection and security to MINOR CHILD and his family, the victim was constrained to enroll in 
17 a different school in a different city where those who had threatened to kill him could not locate him. 
18 76. Nevertheless, the HARVARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL Defendants published an artiC\ 
19 
with MINOR CHILD's name, although he was a minor; that article also set forth the nature of th 
20 
21 
derogatory comments that had been made against him. 
22 77. In a most egregious act and after deliberation and consideration. the HARVARD 
23 WESTLAKE SCHOOL Defendants also "deemed appropriate" the publisbing of the of the name ofth 
24 
new school in which MINOR CHILD had enrolled after be and bis family were forced to flee from th 
25 
!, area where HARVARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL was and is located. The publication of the name 0 26; . 
. that school alerted each of the defendants who bad previously conspired to kill, injure and haras 27 
28 '., 
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1 MINOR CHILD, to his new location, and thus placed the Plaintiffs in further substantial jeopardy, al 
2 
adding to their fear, pain and suffering. 
3 
78. Defendants' decision to reveal the new location of the family, and thus place the 
4 
5 
Plaintiffs in further jeopardy and fear. was made officially by the HAR V ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL 
6 Defendants, through the deliberate and malicious actions of the faculty member employed by 
7 Defendant HAR V ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL as the "supervisor" of the newspaper. The Chronicle. 
8 
Remarkably, that person, Defendant NEUMEYER, is a teacher ofjoumalism at Defendant 
9 
HARV ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL. Defendant NEUMEYER had read and reviewed the article in 
10 
11 question when it had been submitted to her for her opinion and before it had been published. She 
12 advised The Chronicle that the offending article should be published. She later stated that she did so 
13 
since she "deemed appropriate" the publication of that article. Likely, there is not another newspaper 
14 
in the United States, including supermarket tabloids, that would have published both the name of a 
15 
16 
minor student who was the victim of hate crimes and the new area to which he and his family had been 
17 constrained to flee after his life had been placed injeopardy. 
18 79. In furtherance of the conspiracy as alleged herein, Defendant HUDNUT and Defendant 
19 
SALAMANDRA knew of the decision that had been made to publish the offending article and have 
20 
21 
taken no appropriate and decisive action to reduce the impact or harm of that article on Plaintiffs. 
22 80. As a result of the unlawful conduct of Defendants as alleged herein, MINOR CHILD 
23 was, and continues to be, in reasonable apprehension of his life and safety. 
24 81. As a result of the unlawful conduct of Defendants as alleged herein, Plaintiffs parents 
25 
were, and continue to be, in reasonable apprehension of their own lives and safety. 
26!. 
27" 82. As a proximate result of the unlawful conduct of Defendants as alleged herein, Plaintiffs 
28 .. ' have been damaged in medical expenses in amounts to be proven at trial on this matter. 
, 
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83. As a proximate result of the unlawful conduct of Defendants as alleged herein, Plaintiffs 
have been damaged in moving expenses in amounts to be proven at trial on this matter. 
84. As a proximate result ofthe unlawful conduct of Defendants as alleged herein, Plaintiffs 
have been damaged in traveling and housing expenses in amounts to be proven at trial on this matter. 
85. As a proximate result of the unlawful conduct of Defendants as alleged herein, Plaintiffs 
have been damaged in lost income in amounts to be proven at trial on this matter. 
86. The actions of Defendants, and each of them, are malicious, outrageous and oppressive. 
Therefore, their actions are subject to exemplary damages in an amount deemed proper at trial. 
87. 
FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION FOR INVASION OF PRIVACY 
(Against all Defendants) 
Plaintiffs refer to and incorporate herein by reference each and every allegation 
14 contained in paragraphs I through 86, inclusive, as though fully set forth herein. 
15 88. The conduct of Defendants herein, and each of them, as alleged herein, intentionally 
16 
invaded the privacy of Plaintiffs, as a family, by publishing in a public forum false and derogatory 
17 
comments about the misperceived sexuality of MINOR CHILD. Such derogatory comments are not 
18 
19 only erroneous, they are vicious, oppressive and malicious against a constitutionally protected personal 
20 characteristic. 
21 89. As a proximate result of the unlawful conduct of Defendants herein, and each of them 
22 
Plaintiff MINOR CHILD has been damaged in his reputation in amounts tbat exceed $10 Million. 
23 
24 
90. As a proximate result of tbe unlawful conduct of Defendants as alleged herein, Plaintiff: 
25 have been damaged in payment of attorney's fees in amount to be proven at trial on this matter. 
26; : 91. As a proximate result of the unlawful conduct of Defendants as alleged herein, Plaintiff: 
have been damaged in pain and suffering in amounts to be proven at trial on this matter. 
28- _ 
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92. As a proximate result of the unlawful conduct of Defendants as alleged herein, Plaintiffs 
have been damaged in medical expenses in amounts to be proven at trial on this matter. 
93. As a proximate result of the unlawful conduct of Defendants as alleged herein, Plaintiffs 
have been damaged in moving expenses in amounts to be proven at trial on this matter. 
94. As a proximate result of the unlawful conduct of Defendants as alleged herein, Plaintiffs 
have been damaged in traveling and housing expenses in amounts to be proven at trial on this matter. 
95. As a proximate result of the unlawful conduct of Detendants as alleged herein, Plaintiffs 
have been damaged in lost income in amounts to be proven at trial on this matter. 
96. The actions of Defendants, and each of them, are malicious and oppressive. Therefore, 
their actions are subject to exemplary damages in an amount deemed proper at trial. 
FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION FOR CONSPIRACY TO INVADE 
THEPRfVACYOFANOTHER 
(Against aU Defendants) 
97. Plaintiffs refer to and incorporate herein by reference each and every allegation 
contained in paragraphs I through 96, inclusive, as though fully set forth herein. 
98. Defendants, and each ofthem, agreed with each other to intentionally invade the privacy 
of Plaintiffs, as a family, by publishing in a public forum false and derogatory comments about the 
misperceived sexuality of MINOR CHILD. Such comments are not only erroneous, but also vicious, 
oppressive and malicious against a constitutionally protected personal characteristic. 
99. Defendants, and each of them, have continued to the invade the privacy of the Plaintiff 
family by failing to publish a retraction of the article reporting about the invasive comments, minor 
Plaintiffs name and Plaintiffs' current location, or recall the offending publication of The Chronicle, 
which has a world-wide distribution to all current and former students of Defendant HARV ARD-
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WESTLAKE SCHOOL, members of the Board of Trustees, and potential students and parents, and 
which has among it readers influential members of the entertainment community. 
100. As a proximate result of the unlawful conduct of Defendants herein, and each of them, 
Plaintiff MINOR CHILD has been damaged in his reputation in amounts that exceed $10 Million. 
101. As a proximate result of the unlawful conduct of Defendants as al1eged herein, Plaintiffs 
have been damaged in payment of attorney's fees in amount to be proven at trial on this matter. 
102. As a proximate result of the unlawful conduct of Defendants as al1eged herein, Plaintiffs 
have been damaged in pain and suffering in amounts to be proven at trial on this matter. 
103. As a proximate result of the unlawful conduct of Defendants as al1eged herein. Plaintiffs 
have been damaged in medical expenses in amounts to be proven at trial on this matter. 
104. As a proximate result of the unlawful conduct of Defendants as alleged herein. Plaintiffs 
have been damaged in moving expenses in anlOunts to be proven at trial on this matter. 
105. As a proximate result of the unlawful conduct of Defendants as al1eged herein, Plaintiffs 
have been damaged in traveling and housing expenses in amounts to be proven at trial on this matter. 
106. As a proximate result of the unlawful conduct of Defendants as alleged herein, Plaintiffs 
have been damaged in lost income in amounts to be proven at trial on this matter. 
107. The actions of Defendants, and each of them, are malicious, outrageous and oppressive. 
Therefore. their actions are subject to exemplary damages in an amount deemed proper at trial. 
SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION FOR DEFAMATION 
(Against aU Defendants) 
108. Plaintiffs refers to and incorporates herein by reference each and every al1egation 
contained in paragraphs 1 through 107. inclusive, as though fully set forth herein. 
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1 109. The conduct of Defendants herein, and each of them, intentionally defamed MINOR 
2 ClllLD by publishing in a public forum false and derogatory comments about MINOR CHILD'S 
3 
misperceived sexuality. Such conduct is not only erroneous, it is vicious, oppressive and malicious 
4 
5 
against a constitutionally protected personal characteristic. The publication was made by each 
6 Defendant with actual malice. 
7 110. As a proximate result of the unlawful conduct of Defendants herein, and each of them, 
8 
Plaintiff MINOR CHILD has been damaged in his reputation in amounts that exceed $10 Million. 
9 
Ill. As a proximate result of the unlawful conduct of Defendants as alleged herein.. MINOR 
10 
11 CHILD has been damaged in payment of attorney's fees in amount to be proven at trial on this matter. 
12 112. As a proximate result of the unlawful conduct of Defendants as alleged herein, MINOR 
13 CHILD has been damaged in pain and suffering in amounts to be proven at trial on this matter. 
14 
113. As a proximate result of the unlawful conduct of Detlmdants as alleged herein.. MINOR 
15 
16 
CHILD has been damaged in medical expenses in amounts to be proven at trial on this matter. 
17 114. As a proximate result of the unlawful conduct of Defendants as alleged herein, MINOR 
18 CHILD has been damaged in moving expenses in amounts to be proven at trial on this matter. 
19 
115. As a proximate result of the unlawful conduct of Defendants as alleged herein, MINOR 
20 
21 
CHILD has been damaged in traveling and housing expenses in amounts to be proven at trial on this 
22 matter. 
23 116. As a proximate result of the unlawful conduct of Defendants as alleged herein, MINOR 
24 
cmLD has been damaged in lost wages in amounts to be proven at trial on this matter. 
25 
C' 117. The actions of Defendants, and each of them, are malicious and oppressive. Therefore, 
2V 
their actions are subject to exemplary damages in an amount deemed proper at trial. 27:. 
28 
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SEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION FOR CONSPIRACY TO DEFAME ANOTHER 
(Against all Defendants) 
118. Plaintiffs refer to and incorporate herein by reference each and every allegation 
4 contained in paragraphs 1 through 117, inclusive, as though fully set forth herein. 
5 119. Defendants, and each of them. agreed with each other to intentionally defame Plaintiff 
6 
MINOR CHaD by publishing in a public forum derogatory comments about MINOR CHILD'S 
7 
8 misperceived sexuality. 
9 120. Such conduct is not only erroneous, it is vicious, oppressive and malicious against a 
10 
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constitutionally protected personal characteristic. 
121. As a proximate result of the unlawful conduct of Defendants herein, and each of them, 
Plaintiff MINOR CHILD has been damaged in his reputation in amounts that exceed $10 Million. 
122. As a proximate result of the unlawful conduct of Defendants as alleged herein, MINOR 
CHILD has been damaged in payment of attorney's fees in amount to be proven at trial on this matter. 
123. As a proximate result of the unlawful conduct of Defendants as alleged herein, MINOR 
CHILD has been damaged in pain and suffering in amounts to be proven at trial on this matter. 
124. As a proximate result of the unlawful conduct of Defendants as alleged herein, MINOR 
CHILD has been damaged in medical expenses in amounts to be proven at trial on this matter. 
125. As a proximate result of the unlawful conduct of Defendants as alleged herein, MINOR 
CHILD has been dan1aged in moving expenses in amounts to be proven at trial on this matter. 
126. As a proximate result of the unlawful conduct of Detendants as alleged herein, MINOR 
CHILD has been damaged in traveling and housing expenses in amounts to be proven at trial on this 
matter. 
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1 127. As a proximate result of the unlawful conduct of Defendants as alleged herein, MINOR 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
CHILD has been damaged in lost wages in amounts to be proven at trial on this matter. 
128. The actions of Defendants, and each of them. are malicious and oppressive. Therefore, 
their actions are subject to exemplary damages in an amount deemed proper at trial. 
EIGHTH CAUSE OF ACTION FOR INTENTIONAL INFLICTION 
OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS 
(Against all Defendants) 
129. Plaintiffs refer to and incorporate herein by reference each and every allegation 
contained in paragraphs 1 through 128, inclusive, as though fully set forth herein. 
130. Defendants, and each of them, committed the acts alleged herein knowing and intending 
12 that the acts would cause emotional distress to MINOR CHILD. 
13 131. Defendants. and each of them. committed the acts alleged herein knowing and intending 
14 
that the postings would be seen by MINOR CHILD'S parents. 
15 
16 
132. The acts of Defendants as alleged herein are so outrageous they shock the conscious of 
17 the community. 
18 133. Defendants. and each ofthem, committed the acts alleged herein knowing and intending 
19 
that the postings would be seen by MINOR CHILD'S parents and may others throughout the 
20 
community in which Plaintiffs lived, throughout the community in which the Plaintiffs worked and 
21 
22 throughout the world. 
23 134. As a direct result of the acts of Defendants alleged herein, Plaintiffs, and each of them. 
24 have suffered severe emotional distress, anxiety. sleeplessness, physical pain, insecurity, and fear. 
25 
i;: 135. As a proximate result of the emotional distress Plaintiffs have suffered. Plaintiffs have 
26 
27.-:. incurred pain and suffering in amounts to be proven at trial. 
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1 136. As a proximate result of the emotional distress Plaintiffs have suffered, Plaintiffs have 
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incurred medical expenses in amounts to be proven at trial. 
137. The actions of Defendants, and each of them, are malicious, outrageous and oppressive. 
Therefore, their actions are subject to exemplary damages in an amount deemed proper at trial. 
NINTH CAUSE OF ACTION FOR CONSPIRACY TO INFLICT 
EMOTIONAL DISTRESS 
(Against all Defendants) 
138. Plaintiffs refer to and incorporate herein by reference each and every allegation 
contained in paragraphs I through 137, inclusive, as though fully set forth herein. 
139. Defendants, and each of them, conspired and agreed with one another, and each of them 
to commit the acts alleged herein knowing and intending that the postings would cause emotional 
distress to MINOR CHILD. 
140. Defendants, and each of them, conspired and agreed with one another, and each of them 
to commit the acts alleged herein knowing and intending that the publications in The Chronicle would 
cause emotional distress to MINOR CHILD. 
141. Defendants, and each of them, conspired and agree with one another, and each of them 
to commit the acts alleged herein knowing and intending that the postings and the publications would 
be seen by MINOR CHILD'S parents and others throughout the community in which MINOR CHILD 
worked, throughout the community in which MINOR CfULD lived and by others throughout the 
world. 
142. The acts of Defendants as alleged herein are so outrageous they shock the conscious of 
;; the community. 
261.. 
143. Defendants, and each of them, committed the acts alleged herein with conscious 
!". 
28·· disregard for the rights of the Plaintiffs herein. 
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144. As a direct result of the acts of Defendants alleged herein, Plaintiffs, and each of them, 
have suffered severe emotional distress, anxiety, sleeplessness. physical pain, insecurity, and fear. 
145. As a proximate result of the emotional distress Plaintiffs have suffered, Plaintiffs have 
incurred pain and suffering in amounts to be proven at trial. 
146. As a proximate result of the emotional distress Plaintiffs have suffered, Plaintiffs have 
incurred medical expenses in amounts to be proven at trial. 
147. The actions of Defendants, and each of them. are malicious, outrageous and oppressive. 
Therefore, their actions are subject to exemplary damages in an amount deemed proper at trial. 
TENTH CAUSE OF ACTION FOR NEGLIGENT INFLICTION 
OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS 
(Against all Defendants) 
148. Plaintiffs refer to and incorporate herein by reference each and every allegation 
contained in paragraphs I through 147, inclusive. as though fully set forth herein. 
149. Defendants, and each of them, committed the acts alleged herein with no reasonable 
belief that the acts would not cause emotional distress to MINOR CHILD. 
150. Defendants, and each of them, committed the acts alleged herein with conscious 
disregard that the postings would be seen by MINOR CHll.,D'S parents, and cause harm to them by 
those in the community where MINOR CHILD lived and b those in the community where MINOR 
CHILD worked and would therefore cause substantial harm to the Plaintiffs. 
lSI. As a direct result of the acts of Defendants alleged herein, Plaintiffs. and each of them, 
have suffered severe emotional distress, anxiety, sleeplessness, physical pain, insecurity, and fear. 
152. As a proximate result of the emotional distress Plaintiffs have suffered. Plaintiffs have 
incurred pain and suffering in amounts to be proven at trial. 
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1 153. As a proximate result of the emotional distress Plaintiffs have suffered, Plaintiffs have 
2 
3 
4 
incurred medical expenses in amounts to be proven at trial. 
ELEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION FOR FRAUDULENT INDUCEMENT 
TO ENTER INTO A CONTRACT 
(Against AU Defendants) 
6 154. Plaintiff refers to and incorporates herein by reference each and every allegation 
7 contained in paragraphs I through 153, inclusive, as though fully set forth herein. 
8 
155. During or about the year of 2004 the Plaintiffs entered into an "Enrollment Contract" fo 
9 
10 
MINOR CI-ffi-D to attend Defendant HAR V ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL for the school year 2004-
11 2005. 
12 156. Defendants incorporated into that contract the commitments set forth in their Honor 
13 Code Student-Parent Handbook into the agreement. 
14 
157. Defendant HARVARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL assured the Plaintiffs that students who 
15 
16 
attended that school would be free from any "form of harassment, including sexual harassment, 
17 whether verbal, physical or visual," since such harassment is "strictly prohibited." 
18 158. Defendant HARV ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL asserted that its students would be free 
19 
from rudeness, profanity, socially offensive language, or physical or verbal malicious behavior. 
20 
21 
159. Defendant HARVARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL specifically stated that it's students 
would be free from profanity, verbal abuse, hectoring, harassing (including sexual harassment, and any 
23 sort of harassment by phone, mail, Internet, or email)." 
24 160. In exchange for those promises set for above and other promises and commitments 
25 
2~;' specifically made and implied by Defendant HARVARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL the plaintiffs, 
27' parents of MINOR CHll-D, agreed to pay a substantial sum of money to defendant HARV ARD-
WESTLAKE SCHOOL. 
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1 161. Defendant HARVARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL fraudulently entered into an agreement 
2 
with the Plaintiffs, parents of MINOR CHILD. as the Defendant HARVARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL 
3 
knew that it would not provide to MINOR CHILD the harassment free environment that it had 
4 
5 
promised since Defendant HARVARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL was aware of the fact that numerous 
6 other students had been subjected to harassment and verbal malicious behavior without an appropriate 
7 response from HARV ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL. 
8 
162. As a result of the fraudulent inducement by HARVARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL to 
9 
10 
have the Plaintiffs. parents of MINOR CHILD. enter into the contract. the Plaintiffs have been 
11 damaged in substantial amounts to be proven at trial. 
12 163. As a result of the fraudulent inducement by HARVARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL to 
13 have the Plaintiffs. parents of MINOR CHILD, enter into the contract, the Plaintiffs have been 
14 
damaged in attorneys fees and costs of litigation in amounts to be proven at trial. 
15 
16 
164. As a result of the fraudulent inducement by HARVARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL to 
17 have the Plaintiffs, parents of MINOR CHILD, enter into the contract. the Plaintiffs have been 
18 damaged in reasonable amounts spent in reliance on representations made in the contract, in amounts 
19 
to be proven at trial. 
20 
21 
165. As a result of the fraudulent inducement by HARV ARD-WESTLAKE SCHOOL to 
22 have the Plaintiffs, parents of MINOR CHILD. enter into the contract. the Plaintiff parents seek a 
23 determination that the alleged contract is void ab initio. 
24 166. The actions of Defendants, and each of them. are malicious. outrageous and oppressive. 
25 
,:: Therefore. their actions are subject to exemplary damages in an amount deemed proper at trial. 
2Ei' . 
II/ 
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WHEREFORE Plaintiffs pray for judgment as follows: 
ON THE FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION FOR NEGLIGENCE 
I. For general damages to be proven at trial; 
2. For special damages to be proven at trial; 
3. For attorney's fees and costs in an amount to be determined; 
4. And for such other and further relief as this Court may deem proper and just. 
ON THE SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION FOR ASSAULT UPON ANOTHER WITH DEAT 
THREATS AND HATE CRIMES 
I. For general damages in amounts to be proven at trial; 
2. For special damages in an amount according to proof; 
3. For attorney's fees and costs in an amount to be determined: 
4. For exemplary damages in an amount to deemed appropriate by this Court; 
5. And for such other and further relief as this Court may deem proper and just. 
ON THE THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION FOR CONSPIRACY TO ASSAULT UPON ANOTHE 
WITH DEATH THREATS AND HATE CRIMES 
I. For general damages in amounts to be proven at trial. 
2. For special damages in an amount according to proof; 
3. For attorney's fees and costs in an amount to be detemlined; 
4. For exemplary damages in an amount to deemed appropriate by this Court; 
5. For such other and further relief as this Court may deem proper and just. 
ON THE FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION FOR INVASION OF PRIVACY 
I. For general damages in amounts to be proven at trial; 
2. For special damages in an amount according to proof; 
3. For attorney's fees and costs in an amount to be detennined. 
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1 4. For exemplary damages in an amount to deemed appropriate by this Court; 
2 5. For such other and further relief as this Court may deem proper and just. 
3 
ON THE FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION FOR CONSPIRACY TO INVADE THE PRIVACY 0 
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l. For general damages in amounts to be proven at trial; 
2. For special damages in an amount according to proof; 
3. For attorney's fees and costs in an amount to be determined; 
4. For exemplary damages in an amount to deemed appropriate by this Court; 
5. And for such other and further relief as this Court may deem proper and just. 
ON THE SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION FOR DEFAMATION 
l. For general damages in amounts to be proven at trial. 
2. For special damages in an amount according to proof; 
3. For attorney's fees and costs in an amount to be determined. 
4. For exemplary damages in an amount to deemed appropriate by this Court; 
5. And for such other and further relief as this Court may deem proper and just. 
ON THE SEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION FOR CONSPIRACY TO DEFAME ANOTHER 
I. For general damages in amounts to be proven at trial. 
2. For special damages in an amount according to proof; 
3. For attorney's fees and costs in an amount to be determined. 
4. For exemplary damages in an amount to deemed appropriate by this Court; 
5. And for such other and further relief as this Court may deem proper and just. 
1// 
1// 
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1 ON THE EIGHTH CAUSE OF ACTION FOR INTENTIONAL INFLICTION OF EMOTION 
DISTRESS 
2 
3 I. For general damages in amounts to be proven at trial. 
4 2. For special damages in an amount according to proof; 
5 
3. For attorney's fees and costs in an amount to be determined; 
6 
4. For exemplary damages in an amount to deemed appropriate by this Court; 
7 
8 5. And for such other and further relief as this Court may deem proper and just. 
9 ON THE NINTH CAUSE OF ACTION FOR CONSPIRACY TO INFLICT EMOTIONAL DISTRESS 0 
ANOTHER 
10 
1. 
11 
For general damages in amounts to be proven at trial. 
12 2. For special damages in an amount according to proof; 
13 3. For attorney's fees and costs in an amount to be determined. 
14 
4. For exemplary damages in an amount to deemed appropriate by this Court; 
lS 
5. And for such other and further relief as this Court may deem proper and just. 
16 
17 ON THE TENTH CAUSE OF ACTION FOR NEGLIGENT INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS 
18 I. For general damages in amounts to be proven at trial. 
19 2 . For special damages in an amount according to proof; 
.20 
3. For attorney's fees and costs in an amount to be determined. 
21 
4. For such other and further relief as this Court may deem proper and just. 
22 
23 ON THE ELEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION FOR FRAUD IN THE INDUCEMENT OF A CONTRACT 
24 I. For general damages in amounts to be proven at trial; 
25 2. For special damages in an amount according to proof; 
26. 
3. For attorney' s fees and costs in an amount to be determined; 
21. 
4. 
28' 
, For exemplary damages in an amount to deemed appropriate by this Court; 
.. 
. :.
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1 5. And for such other and further relief as this Court may deem proper and just. 
2 Dated: April 25. 2005 Respectfully submitted, 
3 
4 ~~(trl; ,;(J.~~~ 5 
6 Charlotte Hassett;'Esq, Counsel for Plaintiffs 
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This message is from unknown: 
Clive Davis::::::109J208~~77::66.234.131.49::He~l Dan, i:.s Clive. ! -:Llst 
heard your demo and t.hi:l.k you are a qreat bud·ji!1g new t.aient. ! r'2e.l~y 
want to sign you to a deal and finally put the r~al tale~t on top of 
the charts. I really can&J039it wait co ~aet you. Please call me at 
(213) You-~re-To~ally-fucking-Gay. Ca~&*039't wait to start 
brains~or~ing! ! ! 
This message is from AOL: 
"i!1'.)r.ynous:;::::2.D97209034::198.8~.26.15::nick fer~e:rcs likes the ~ntl'':"' 
scng 
This message is from unknown: 
Rachel:,,:: :1097209129: :66.234.131.49::Dan, donHD39:t listell to wnat 
any of -t:hese people say. You are t.r',;.e t.o Y'J'JrseJ. f a':"",d your passion, 
and yell will sllcceed! Plus, ycu&#039;re talented. I showed my frie~d 
this site and i can&1839;t step hearing your name. I thi~k you two 
sho'..:ld. go out. Ramo:'.e w:'ll be g!',=at fer yO'J~!! (~t.;:Dsp;<:.br />&r.b~p;<l::r 
/>P.S. Afterwards lets go shop~ing and l,it up the 
MA~ICURES!!! !&nbsp;<br I>&nbsp;<br I> 
This message Is from AOL: 
some guy::::::10972J9H5::198.8c.2ii.l02: 
:bj carley saw his disney performance and said it was pretty decer:t 
This message is from rr.com: 
arlaharla:::: ::1097209346::2L24.17S.17J::cause BJ sucks mooce dick than 
eve dar.;}ya hir.'lse2.f 
These messages are from AOL: 
im not gay::dannyissweet::::l097209376::19B.81.26.15: :dear dan~y, do 
witches just =ide brooms? think about it. 
ihatedanny: : : : : : 1097209449: : 198.81.26.15: : elephan:: 
Garbonzo Beans in ur Mouth 
® 
@ 
bHch:::: ::1097211038::198.81.26.15::You&oDJ9;re or. tOP .of t~,e world!!! ~ 
The gay world, ~,rhich is better than being 8th. Sc hel"I2&#039;s rhe: L.2,..-' 
dea:", ur favori~e song of al:' tirr,e is Jcjc &quQt;get o"Ut&qlJ.ot; WOW. 
Fucking wow. iou&*039;re favorite song ~s s~ng oy a 13 year old girl? 
1':-.at,&.#839i s a rb.etcr:'cal ~:!,.lest':"0n q·.;eer. T!'-.at&#C39; s embc.rassing f?r @ 
gay people to ::"isten to. Turn or. so;,e f<ilie Minollge, Queen, l':laoonna, 
or Abba. You could learn so~ething. Like how to be les~ of a 
flaIT'.e!'. ~cc~or=ij.ffffOO)f~/colorJ 
7 
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ass cock fruit) can see what your like in (fag shit) persoll, its ok if 
L cant its j~st a dream ... 
This message is from Adelphia.net: 
A 3ecret Admirer::::::l097206746::61.22,'15.102::Dear Janiel 
Capli!l, &nbspi <br />:naybe you shoul,:j get ':if£ your cell phone evrey or.ce 
in a while to see tha: you s1..:.:..:k at life (3:n0!1g ctller tl'.ings), midr,~ght Al1 
brown isn&:lJ.039;t a '-:olor, and your eyes are crown ... BUT OMS IS GORDO ~~ 
FROM LIZZY MeG YOuR LONG LOST TWltF????OMG OMG OMGEEEEEZZZZZZZZZZZ ?n? 
OR YOUR LONG LOST LOVl>.AP».AAA -;????? 
This message is from AOL: 
concerned in Los Angeles::::::l0972~6849::298.8:.26.15: :you damn 
dem~')crat ! 
This message is from PacBell.net: 
hw::::: :1097206868: :67.114.249.104: :dear dan,&nbsp;<br />i just wanted 
to say that dont }.ister:. 'Co a:1y:.h:i..!1g tr..at tr.ese IT,ecJ.n kids at. our school 
are writing. you are one of the sy./eetest boys at school and ~"ts !"eally 
ccol tha~ you are goig~ after yo~r drea~3. the best of luck to yo~! 
These messages are from AOL: 
yv::::::1097207007::l98.81.26.l5::Clope dant listen;:o her dar. end it 
now 
G,xl:::::::097207090::196.81.26.15::Dan, this isn&jG39;;: why I created 
man. Stop ruining my plan, gayass" 
:.hauncy::::::1097207720:::!.98.81.26.:':'::Dear Dan,&r;!)Spi<br />1 ag!"ee 
t.;oith some of the Oi.he:::"s, DON&#039;T GIVE liP. I am your biggest fan and 
I hope you ccnt~nue to ~reate t01S art for so much longer. I will 
never get sick of hearing your voice. I LOVE ''{OU!! !! I am gOing to 
try anj come out to Hollywood 50 I can visit you. You&*039;re my 
favorite actor and musician ever. I need '::c geL a hold of &qulJt,'On the 
F~eaky Side!&quoti. Dan~y, could you please send me an autographed ~ 
picture I ... ,il1 love that soooo muc:n. OMG you are real.ly inspiring and ~ 
I hope you cor.tinue this a!1d disregarc. the meanies. I LOVE YOU ~ ~ ! ! 
Oh wait, dan you:: gay as shit. the shittiest god damn gay gay i have 
ever seen. stop it right now. fuck your pissing me off. you sloppy, 
sloppy turd 
Mr. Manager::::::l097207813::l98.el.26.15::YoL! defir.itely LIKE. to sir.y, 
but 8an, as your manager, I&#039;rr. ccncer:led about the talent behind 01\ 
that voice. I&~039iVe tried to get you ~any gigs, but becduse you are 
ugly a~d you smell, it is very ha:"d for people to think that you will 
make them any money. Little Joey Schwart~ didn&#GJ9;~ want you at his 
bar-mitzvah because he said, &quo:;He wanted hi9 fri~fids to like him 
after that night.&quot: Dan, af~e= years of lying about your &quot:good 
voice,&quot; it&J039;5 ~ime for m~ tc quit . 
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I>but ur still a faggot ..... i like that call me &nbsp;<br />(91~)958-
7045&nbsp;<br />P.S i am a ~an 
This message Is from Adelphia.net: 
he'o flu.og "u::::::1097201242::67.;':<.74.190::he1l0 sir. i iim f,'om the 
hw gay-straight alliance, and W~ ~ .. ere wondering where yo'; were or: th2 
club day? you didn:. sign '..lp lir.e :as":. yea.r ... were you s:..ng:"ng? you @ 
have a lovely vo'::"ce. were you act:'ng? your midni·;(r..t brow:1 :-.aiI" is so 1,'2.-
captivat~Tig ... We missed you! well ~-.re all wanted ':.c know, are you 
still taking david hymen to semiformal? you two m,'3.ke such a celicicus 
combo! delicious like coclc in your mot:.th, boy. my heard .i.s lor.ger 
tr.an your dick. asian guys be '..Jalkin arvund lik~ Srquot;;JAMN HE HAS 1~ 
SV~LL PENIS&quot; 
This message Is from Verizon.net DSl.: 
Sorry::::::::'097205923::4.64.183.40::Dan, I am tha,,: guy \ .... t-:o ffic.de all of 
these hate posts. I now realize after readiny Music Pro and 
meghan&#039;s posts that ~ am jus~ a fa:, pimply looser craving the 
cock mystef. So, with ,,:hat i wanted to say i&#C39;nl sorry; serry 
you&#C39;re such a boner-biting brown-clew-r.. ':'OU ate a high~y rever-e·j 
flagpole sitter for the balogne ca.valry. You ar~ a r'...lmp-ra:1ger, '...<.~hill 
gardene:, ring-raider, anal pressure washer, cum durnps:er. You always 
enjoy getti!1:J a clap fronl t!1e back ~ow. Hope yeu continue to puc. the 
shrnock on your c,)ck cuz you d.:)n&:ft039i t i .... ant to get those speed 
bumps.&nbsp;<br />&.nbsp;<br I>P.S. Call:ne f'.Jr a :1::'ce .!..ittlo:?: ~larne i 
call llide the meat in tile fridge&~bsp;<br />P.?S. These posts are all 
fron different peop~e 
ThIs message is from AOL: 
cell pho~e addic~ion::::::10972a6272:::98.Bl.26.15::Dear Dan, &nbsp;<~r 
/>So I see you araund s:::~ocl. Glued to your cell phor~e. W:--,en I grabbed 
the phone away frorr yeu, and ta:ked to the person on ~he ot~~ar line, it 
was your m·;:.mrny. Your breath smells. I will end this post with d. farrLolls 
quote I have heard many times, &quot;Who the hell is Dani~l 
Alexa,:1de:-?&quot; :'adies and g~;1.;: :"eTter. Gf the ir.ternet-l'ecei v ir~g 
gen~ration, his real name is Daniel Capl~n. [b]Daniel Caplj.n[/b] 
This message is from AOL: 
crazed fan:::.:::C97206599::19S.81.26.102::hey im a bi; fan and i.e 
a lways loved your \"I'ork.. i thiT'!.k yo:..:.r in!.ro SO:1g is amaz':"n'~ and Tr.y mom 
® 
and i iove your m;J.sic. its so .:nspl.ring y.::)"!; knew. i just lc,ve it! {you ~ 
are an oversized faggot. i dont think t~ere 1.3 a strong enough word to ~ 
jescribe wha: i truly believe you are.i cant expla~n i": i j~st want to 
hit you in the neck ... hard. i alsD dont like your ~wo boyfriends meghan 
and ma!1dj'. so i just recommend you stop takjng it in the ass ;3!1.j just 
straighten out please, pl~ase. end this madness go :0 the 405 ~~:dge 
and ju~p end it please) so a~ywaysr i~ really exci~ed for your tour and 
just keep doing that thing, you go ,?uy! ,;r:bs,,;<br />&~bsp;<br />p.s. 
gr.eat (end it~ job 0::'"1 disrley is there some way te' reach you so i (coe: ... 
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Maney:::: ::109719;064 :67.52.1:1.95: :Hi Danny' I saw you on your disney 
to~r! I can&#039;t wa t fer yo~r next rncvie to come out. Is is gonna be 
in real live theatres 1m gcnna b:.l:t it on v':!'dec when it comes out. I 
h(")pe you :ike hollywood. ~aybe III !TtOVe there son,edday a!1d be C:i singer 
too. I love tc sing. Mayce you could give m~ some ttips one day. Say hi 
to the bey f~o~ sleepover for me. He is really dreamy. but not as 
dreamy a sY0'...l. I love uyou dann:y. &::1bsPi<br I>:'ove ::landy. &r.bsp;<Dr 
!>&nbsp;<br />(p.s. Is alexander ycur ~Liddle name or yo~r last name? ~f 
its your Middle name :,.;o:...;.ld yo~ p:i..ease tell mc your: last name?) 
eLi ZaBeTh·· .. : : : : : : 1097197212 : : 67 . ': 2. : II . 95 : : {co 1 or=' c,j f f ff ] r LOVE. 
YOU[/co3.crJ ;siz~=140JI LOVE YOUl/size' 
MSGHAN::::::l097197519::67.52.11l.95;:FP.EAKYSIDE IS MY FAVORI1'E SONG 
EVEERRRRR~ , ! ' ! ! ' ! ! ! ' !! '- ~OVE YGU' I REALLY HOFE '{OU ARENT REALLY GAY I 
DCNT THINK YOU ARE BUT I THINK YOUR THE BEST. i AGREES W2l~H ~.ANDY I 
CNAT WAIT fOF. YOUR :-10VIE TO C:O~1E OUT I LOVE YOU I l.·OVEYOU I ~OVE tOU 
A~W I ALSO AGREE WITH THE OTB;;R ?EP.SC':N WHO SAID THAT lClJONElhJ GUY 
W~O SAID ALL THOSE MZA:-J THINGS IS J!':.o.:,('!)S. !T CANT BE A SUNCH OF 
DIFFERENT PEOPLE BECAUSE '!'EY ALL SOUND THE SA.'1E HES SO STUPID [,ONT 1,£T 
IT GE':' TO YOU AT LEAST : LOVE YO') ;..~c Po :'OT OF MY FFREIlmS liKE'. YOU A 
LOT TOO. \ I LOVE YOIJ DISNEt :S SO SI1ART FOR ?<.SCl!NGI:'ZI:-JG YCU" 7A:'FNl' 
YO:JR SO COOL LO'IE LOVE LOOVE YOU ClA:my 
This message is from AOL: 
Bex::::::1097:!.98305::198.81.26.15::serl.ously da~, you are 51.1-...:(; :;':1 
amazing and talented person . .i. love you 50 much and when yOl...l ge': sick 
of singi.:-.g and act ing you should be an ar-:ist be:::.::Iuse you 3r€' 
llnbelievable at that toc. especially scratch b03Zd pictures of ellen 
and large breasted prostitutes. ;-) th~s weekend we'#039:re chilling 
for sure.&nbsp;<br /> lcve,~nbsp;<br I> bex 
This message is from PacBell: 
F9rson; : 31sfj dhds fkh@akhdsk. com: : : : 10971997.39; ; 67 . "2~. 166. 19S: : Hey dan, 
l: war..t to ri;:> out your f:Jck;;'nlj \1earc and ft:;ed it to you.. I heard you!:" 
50:-:.g while driving my k:"d tD 5~hool and from that moment or: I;'OJ:9;'Je 
wanted to kill you. ::::f I ever see YOLl 1&#039;l!l goi.ng to po~nd y.:mr 
head in with an ~ce pick. Fuck you, you ciick-rioing penis lover. I 
hope yo~ Durn in hell. 
This message is from ATTbi.net: 
S-miK::::::l097200869::2~.126.41.%::Yo'-'r WQ!'se than \·Ic·n-
G ..... &nbsp;<br I>you don&#039;t have a music video wltn hot 
bitches&nbsp;<br />you prob~bly ~ade this site yourEelf&nbsp;<b~ !>y~~ 
dont have golden or midnigh~ bulls~i~ eyes&nbsp;<br !>it seems like 
your growing a white-mar: afro ... pukeer. rr.e salat! (tra:>slatio:1: ;!.igga 
Flz!)&nbsp:<br I>your juss 3 silly lil cra2ka that needs a ccup:e 
bullets in the chest Sa-cent s[yle&nbsp;<b~ />90 eat cock&nb5p;~tr />:0 
anonyrr.cus-G: : : : : : 1097201156: : 24.126.41.96: : c.)rrec:tio~ puke en rr.e s61a~ 
is toss my salad~nbsp;<br />~lega pagcusta = nigga please&nb~p;<br 
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These messages are from ic2net.net: 
:. HATE FAGS:: diefags@yah0o. C':.'m: : SAYS are 
EVIL. corn: : 1097163336: : 207 . i 5,.112.106: : P.EY rfJCKSR, &nbsp; <or !>&nbsp; <br 
/ > YO:! ARE REA.L GAY 
I HA':'£ fAGS: :diefags@yahoo.com: :GAYS are 
EVIL. com: : 1097163376: :207.153.:12.106: :hEY rUCKER, &nbsp;<br i>&nbsp;<br 
/>YOU ARE REAL GAY [b) HEY FUCKE~., YOU ARE REAL GAY[/b) 
:JAN JUSTICE::::::1097164834::2J7.153.1l2.106::(b)HEY DANNY"., I KNOW 1'. 
GOOD FAG WHEN I SEE ONE. I LIKE WHAT I SEE, l.EH~039;S GO GET SOME 
COFFEE. (/b)&nbsp;<br />&nbsp;<br />faggot&nbsp;<br I>&nbsp;<br 
/>&nbsp;<br />im gonna kill you&~bsp;<br !>&nbsp;<br !>&nbsp;<br /> 
H-W stuoent 
body: : VUplaya 19@aol. com: : feedng"p4 yearolds. com: : 1 :J971 7: 67 6: : 207 . 153.11 
2.106: :Jear Danny,&nbsp;<b: I>Hi!!! im the repre&e~tative for the 
st~dent oody at harvard westlake, 3nd on behnl~ cf my fellow 
classmates, I personally feei that it is rey duty to tell you how i 
respond to your life. Yo~, my friend, jus: might fall ;!ncier the 
category of highly ~~straight. ~ot only are you a massive fagreo, but 
ffilJst absolut.ely quit. showi:lg your face at !r.y school. You are now 
officially wantej dead or alive, and when we find you, WA will pounce 
on that like ur kiester. b~ss. 30ttom line is that you :l€ed to be 
stopped, and if YOll resist, i will pe!:sonally un:eash rey mar!seed in 
those golden brown e:yes that you value so great':'y. I hope you ta~e 
what 1 say with ttle highes: regard, and ! am loo~i~g forward to yo~r 
death. Thanks 
This message is from CharterPipeline.net: 
elle::::: :1097192451: :66.215. 98.:01:: ~color~#ffOCffj 'size~140j ~size~120 
} ~ildan, Yol.:re the shit, k~ep c.rav.;ing scratch board. pics r)f ;ne in art 
class .. love you. (/iJ i./size: {/size] {/c·:-lor] 
These messages are from rr.com: 
Music; Pro::::::I097196397::67.S2.111.9S::Hey Danny,&nbsp;<br 
/>&nbsp;<br />I&*039;d say by the looks of it, all ttose 
&quo~;fag&quot; posts were written by :he same picifully ~ntalented 
pimply-faced loser blow-hole and that yo~ should not let it (meaning 
the asshole) bother you in the least. Just keep O~ doing your thing 
and let the jealous losers rant. He is obviously wishing he had your 
talent and craving a li:tle ~an meat himself. 
Kandy Kane::::::1097196652,:67.52.!il.95::Hi Danny'&nbsp;<br 
/>&:lbsPi<bI / .... UR the best! So I<000~. ~y friend S-amp; I lL:.v ur voice. 1 
so totally don&*039;t think ycu look gay cuz ~Ir se KUTE! UR like one 
of my favorlte Singers! Along with Justin, of co~rse.&nbsp;<br 
!>&nbsp;<br />Love,&nbsp;<br />Kandy 
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This message is from mzima.net Bel Air: 
F'Jck You Q'Jeer 3itch::::: :10971"539::64.235.224.122: ::s this kid f:or 
serious ... you ~ake it i~ th~ ass just about every mi~~tA of every day . 
Your mUSIC sucks a~d you eat the big wang. Next feature ~ilrn by this 
kid is genna be a gay porno 
This message is from adelphia. net: 
you ea~ weiner::::::1097117239::P.22.74.190::80YS!'! THAT is ""at you @ 
like. :i.. dor,t get it man ... on ur w~b3ite, it says u: name is Danny 
Alexander, but i thought it was Fr~ity McGayGay? oh yeah, dld i say 
you like boy penis? 
This message is from rr.com: 
You Love Cock::::::109712.7598::24.24.175.173::You are the biggest: fag 
in the hw class of 06 exept for ~ax ve:no~ a~d sancho, or so we 
thought,." this definet1y puts u over the oop as undeniab1ey th@ 
r:-iggest cccksucker at hw IT.aybe l;j the schoo:l.s history. thank you 
tho~gh .. thIS will give everyo~e lag~hs for a long long tiffie l 
Da~, you&i039;re the man (that likes men) 
This message is from verizon.net DSL: 
: : dansmoKespole@r:.otrnail. ·':om: : www.t.ianisaru~prange~becauser:.ef·..lcksmen.com : 
:1097120:92::4.64.183.40::Dar., I really enjoy all of your work. ~O~ ® 
are an inspiration to all and your lyrics are truely amazing. Your ~ 
loose caboose accounts fer your rrastry of sword swallowing. I think 
you should change your nalT!e froIT. d-3.nny a~exander to meat-pole tar zan 
because you are a IT.Cl!1 who unde:-st.ar:ds the needs of a man. &!1bsp; <br 
I>Fuck you in your fucking fuckhole,&nbsp;<br I>me 
This message is from AOL: 
Disturbed Senior::::::1097~26684::'.5..J..12.117.11::Hey Dor:.r.y. i was 
reading some of these ?0StS. and Lt leeks like your of: to a gleat 
start as far as collecting a fan Clllb goes, your career is go~ng really 
well ... anyways i. did some resi~arch and the bridge that goe~ over the 
405 just below :nulhulland gives you e:;)cugh height to rr.ake a it. a qu':"c}: 
and nearly painless death ... i really ~:ope t~lngs wo~k aut for you ... 
This message is from PacBell.net: 
fucking dannya::::::1097129:70::6E.l"7.9.210::lb)god damEit dor.nyiO, 
what are you doing to yoursel![/t1&~bsp;<tr ,'>&nbsp;<br !~!blare you 
kidding mel/b] 
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These messages are from ic2.net: 
dozer: : dkdozer4@yahoo. co;n: : Clone: : 1097079607: : 2J7 . 153. : 1 2. 106: : i t hi:1k 
you are very sexy and i like the way you distingL:is betwee:1 Jour 
m.l.dnight brown hair and your golden brown '=yes. However, your hair is 
black. Eve::-ything at midnight looks black you tool. H 
dub: :s·"pbrown@gmail.com::none: :1097079985: :207.:53.112.106: :like dub 
dozer has already said, i fi~d you extre~ely good looking. yo~r intra 
gets me off and yeu need to update your galle~y so i have ~ore ~ictures 
to jack of! to ... ill continue to visit this site every free period i 
have. &nbsp; <br />-secret: ac.~irer&nbsp; <br" />P. S I am a boy 
Hoostair.: : dkdoz.er4@hotmai:".co!'Cl.: : : : :'0£1708127 9: : 207 . 153, 112. lOc: : Y01...:. are 
so gosh darn hot! please meet rr.e or. t.he corner of sunse: and bellagio 
at 1:34 a.m. tocight. You look so great in your pictures by th~ way. 
Cali me (3101 276 1006. SEXY:!'! 
that guy that hates you:: 
ycurgay@aol.corr:.::::l097094173::201.153.112.1C6::you arE! a total fag, 
how does that cock feel in your butt 
HW S::udent: :: : :: 1097096254: : 207 .153 .112. "-06: : Everyone :<nows about this 
webpage a~d we~e r.ever going to live it down 
AHA HAHAHAHAHAHAH :-!AH SAHAHAiiAHAHAHAH HA 
Hairy Back of the Legs ~!an::::::1097097226::207.153.Jl2.106::0h lOY god! ~ 
OHHHHHHHHHHH! yo~ are so fucklng orgasmic. I&#C33;rn wet ... ocps ~ peed ~ 
my pants. You look exactly like Britney! EXACTLY! Your career i~ bound 
to go NOWHERE ... but up A BUTT!&nbsp;<br I> In conclusion, yo~ s~ck 
nuts. Have a fruity. 
Yes: :No: :Yes: :1097097435: :207.153.112.106: :No 
penewanker::: :lala1ala@door::.nClts::1097097694: :207.153."-12.106::1 am 
just stunned at how well yell have been doing Da~ielson. I can&#039;t 
wait unt..i.l your first hit sir:.g]..e comes out in .. /hl:r:.eve,:-. :: have always 
k~own since the day your mom and dad had sex tha: you or ~hey would be 
a st:ar. Obvio,..lsly .... I was wrong L11";': 1 still hope you can keep it on 
:he FREAKY SI9E! You got what it takes girlfrie~d ... shoot your st~ft at 
the worl.d. 
MOM::::DannysMom.c:om::1097097833::207.153.112.1C'6::1 LOI/£ Y0U<1. 
elise::::::1097098363::287.153.1:'2.106::Hey danny Doyl&nbspi<br />1 
lcve yoU!!!! l ~ ~nbsp; <br /:.> im yo,..:.r NlJtv:BER ONE FftN! ! ' ! ! ! &:1bsp; .... br 
/>&nbsp;<br I>:ove elise 
This message is from verizon.net DSL: 
THE HAN::::::10971l022.3::4."5.11.156::\"/Tf, thi, site i. the f~ckin9 
shit&nbsp;<br !>hahahaha 
• 
• 
• 
This message is from rr.com: 
,;y J"Uy "epresentative::::::109·'2:15E1:;24.24.175.l"73::~.ey Danny. iP.l 
$0 excited to fi~ally speak to yo~. We here at Ky Jelly we wanted to 
know if WQu&#039;d be the spokesperson for our new aIlal lube. YO".1 
obvisQuly get fucked in the ass more than anyone else on earth. 2c w~o 
better to be a spokesperson than you. fucking ass clown. nigg~ ~hat? 
8 
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Oth. Jud. Re.iew (391 o A6150 Other Writ IJudicial Review 2.,8. 
AntitrustITrade Reg. o AB003 AntitrustlTrade Regulation 1 .. 2 .• 6. (031 
Construction Defect o A6007 Construction defect 1.,2 .. 3. (10) 
Claims Involving Mass o AB006 Claims Involving Mass Tort 1 .. 2.,8. Tort (40) 
Securities Lltlg. (28) o A603S Securities Litigation Case 1..2.,8. 
Tax. TortlEnvronm o A6036 Toxic TortlEnvironmental 1.,2 .. 3 .. 8. (30) 
Ins Covrage Clms o A6014 Insurance CoverageJSubrogation (complex case only) 1 .. 2 .. 5.,8. from Complex Case 
(41) 
o A6141 Sister State Judgment 2 .. 9. 
Enforcement o A6160 Abstrad of Judgment 2.,6 . 
of Judgment o A6107 Confession of Judgment (non-domestic relations) 2 .. 9. 
(20) o AB140 AdministratJve Agency Award (not unpaid taxes) 2 .. 8 . 
o A6114 Petition/Certificate tor Entry of Judgment on Unpaid Tax 2 .. 8. 
o A6112 Other Enforcement of Judgment Case 2 .. 8.,9. 
RICO (27) o A6033 Racksleering (RICO) Case 1 .. 2 .. 8. 
o A6030 Declaratory Relief Only 1..2.,8. 
Other Complaints o A6040 Injunctive Relief Only (not domestiCJ11arassmenl) 2 .. 8. (Not Spedfied Above) o A6011 other Commercial Complaint Case (non-tortlnon-complex) 1..2 .. 8. 
(42) o A6000 other Civil Complaint (non-tortlnon-complex) 1 .. 2 .• 8. 
Partnership/Corp. o A6113 Partnership and Corporate Governance Case 2 .. 8. Governance(21 ) 
o AB121 Civil Harassment 2 .. 3 .. 9. 
o AB123 Workplace Harassment 2 .. 3.,9 
other Petitions 
o A6124 ElderlDependent Adult Abuse Case 2 .. 3 .. 9 
, 
, (Not Spedfied Above) o A6190 Election Contest 2. 
, 
(43) o A6110 Petition for Change of Name 2 .. 7. 
o A6170 Petition for Relief from Late Claim Law 2.,3 .. 4 .. 8. 
o A6100 Other Civil Petition 2 .• 9. 
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III. Statement of Location: Enter the address of the accident, party residence or place of business, performance, or other 
circumstance indicated in No. II., item 3 on Pace 1 as the rODer reason for filina in the court location vou selected. 
REASON: CHECK THE NUMBER UNDER ITEM -3- WHICH APPLIES IN THIS CASE ADDRESS: 
01.02.03.134:05.06.07.08.09.010. 
3700 Col dwater Canyon 
CITY: STATE: ZIPCOOE: 
North Hollywood CA 91604 
IV. Certificate/Declaration of Assignment: The undersigned hereby certifies and declares that the above entitled matter is 
properly filed for assignment to the Stanley Mosk courthouse in the Central District of the 
Los Angeles Superior Court under Section 392 et seq., Code of Civil Procedure and Rule 2(b) , (c) and (d) of this court for 
the reason checked above. I declare under penalty of pe~ury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing 
is true and correct and this declaration was executed ~!!Y.!t:!·!!§,--_C:alrfon'ia. 
New Civil Case Filing Instructions 
This addendum form is required so that the court can assign your case to the correct courthouse location in the 
proper district for filing and hearing. It satisfies the requirement for a certificate as to reasons for authorizing filing in 
the courthouse location, as set forth in Los Angeles Superior Court Local Rule 2.0. It must be completed and 
submitted to the court along with the Civil Case Cover Sheet and the original Complaint or Petition in ALL civil cases 
filed in any district (including the Central District) of the Los Angeles County Superior Court. Copies of the cover 
sheet and this addendum must be served along with the summons and complaint, or other initiating pleading in the 
case. 
PLEASE HAVE THE FOLLOWING DOCUMENTS COMPLETED AND READY TO BE FILED IN ORDER TO 
PROPERLY COMMENCE YOUR NEW COURT CASE: 
1. Original Complaint or Petition. 
2. If filing a Complaint, a completed Summons form for issuance by the Clerk (Summons forms available at the 
Forms Counter.). 
3. Civil Case Cover Sheet form required by Califomia Rule of Court 982.2(b)(1), completely filled out (Cover Sheet 
forms available at the Forms Counter). 
4. This "Addendum to Civil Case Cover Sheet" form [Superior Court Form Number 982.2(b)(1)A, revised 7/99), 
completely filled out (Item II. does not apply in limited civil cases) and submitted with the Civil Case Cover Sheet." 
5. Payment in full of the filing fee (unless filing on behalf of state or local govemment or no fee is due for the type 
of case being filed) or an Order of the Court waiving payment of filing fees in forma pauperis (fee waiver 
application forms available at the Filing Window) 
6. In case of a plaintiff or petitioner who is a minor under 18 years of age, an Order of the Court appointing an adult 
as a guardian ad litem to act on behalf of the minor (Guardian ad Litem Application and Order forms available at 
the Forms Counter). 
7. Add~ional copies of documents presented for endorsement by the Clerk and retum to you. 
:.r With the exception of unlim~ed civil cases conceming property damage, bodily injury or wrongful death occurring in 
;.,this County, Labor Commissioner Appeals, and those types of actions required to be filed in the Central District by 
'Local Court Rule 2(b), all unlim~ed jurisdiction civil actions may be optionally filed either in the Central District or in 
.. whichever other court location the rule would allow them to be filed. When a party elects to file an unlimited jurisdiction 
',civil action in Central District that would also be eligible for filing in one or more of the other court locations, this form 
.: must still be submitted with location and aSSignment information completed. 
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